Listening to music, or part of it, may stir the memory of a past moment, along with its associated emotions, such occurrences are known as autobiographical memories. Electroencephalographic (EEG) studies have shown alterations in memory recall and musical processing. However, no research was found showing a relation among music, autobiographical memories and associated emotions. The purpose of this study was to identify cortical areas involved in the evocation of autobiographical memory (associated with positive and negative events) mediated by musical stimuli. For that, gamma rhythm was analyzed through EEG recordings performed by 45 male volunteers while they were submitted to two stimuli: 1) the music capable of recalling memories associated to a positive event; 2) the music capable of evoking memories associated to a negative event. Gamma band analysis was used in search of greater brain electrical activity. As results, researchers observed increased activity in right brain hemisphere during the musical processing, besides its hypoactivation when volunteers were submitted to musical stimuli related to memories of negative events.
identity and evocation of personal history facts, which are contextually unique, with its emotional content associated to own images and symbols, as in autobiographical memory [1] [2] [3] .
Considering it, some factors, such as music, are able to elicit episodic memory, along with its associated emotions. Such occurrences are known as involuntary autobiographical memories [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Several studies have sought to know the brain areas associated with evocation of such memories. Studies that performed electroencephalographic (EEG) analysis of autobiographical memory evocation through a verbal stimulus, verified that memory recalling was associated to increase of alpha and beta spectral power and decrease of delta. Decrease of delta oscillations was also identified in episodes related to positive emotions, while the increase of delta was observed in aversive episodes [8] .
Concerning the use of a musical stimulus, Daly et al. (2015) observed that beta oscillations were related to emotional responses induced by music, in addition, authors also verified a higher involvement of the right brain hemisphere [10] .
Gamma-band is identified as the rhythm of greater brain activity. To our knowledge, there are no studies in the literature evaluating the involvement of gamma band brain activation in the evocation of autobiographical memory mediated by musical stimuli, and also describing topographically the brain areas with higher activation during the process of recalling, which are the purposes of this study.
Method
This is an analytical, observational and cross-sectional study conducted at the Neuroscience and Cognition Laboratory and was approved by the Research Ethics Committee.
Patients
Informed Consent Form was obtained from each participant. A total of 45 male healthy subjects, aged between 18 and 40 years old, were voluntarily selected. Researchers recruited volunteers among students from bachelor's courses of Higher Education Institutions of Alagoas.
Those individuals who: 1) had some psychiatric, neurological and/or auditory disorder; 2) were taking medicine as benzodiazepines, opioids or antipsychotics, were excluded from experiment.
Electroencephalography
In order to carry out the experiment, volunteers were asked to choose two kinds of music of their preference: 1) one that would remember him a remarkable moment of his life and able to evoke positive feelings, and 2) another that would remind the subject of a remarkable moment and elicit negative feelings. After that, each subject selected an excerpt, lasting one minute, which he considered to be the most striking of the song and should also classify the associated memory according to the division proposed by Anderson and Conway (1993) . Additionally, after EEG recording, each volunteer was submitted to Likert Scale, with the purpose of evaluating the liveliness of their autobiographical memories. In this scale, volunteers should assign a value from 1 to 5 to the following question: "When I listen to the music I remember completely from the event".
EEG recordings were performed in the afternoon (2 -6 pm), using an EMSA brand device (320 serial model). Twenty-one electrodes were placed on volunteer's scalp using as reference the international system 10 -20. A conductive bentonite paste was used to place the electrodes and music excerpts were listened by volunteers using a headset.
Brain electrical activity signals were sampled at 256 Hz and filtered to less than 0.1 Hz. EEG recordings obtained were amplified, digitized for brain mapping information analysis.
To this work, the EEG recording routine consisted of the following steps: step 1: Started with the volunteer at resting state for 5 minutes, with eyes closed, and in the absence of an external auditory and luminous stimuli; After that, step 2 was presented: The first song excerpt (lasting one minute), chosen by each volunteer, was played in a random way. In this step, volunteers should discreetly raise the index finger informing the researcher when the memory was evoked, so the researcher could point it in the EEG recording. After the first excerpt was performed, there was one minute resting without stimuli, followed by step 3:
The second excerpt was played and the memory recall was recorded in the EEG. Such sequence, used in the experiment protocol, is described in Figure 1 
Statistical Analysis
Sample size was based on the study conducted by Knyazev and collaborators (2015) and defined as 45 individuals. Quantitative data are presented as average and standard deviation, tables and graphs are included. Analysis of variance was performed for comparing the relative power of gamma rhythm in the three conditions (resting state, first music excerpt and second music excerpt). P ≤ 0.05 was considered as value of significance for all analyzes. Gamma band was the target of this work and was also considered as a predictor of increased brain activation. Statistical analysis was performed using the BioEstat 5.3 program.
Results
From the 45 exams performed, data from 41 volunteers were used. Four samples were discarded due to the excess of artifacts, which compromised EEG analysis.
Selected data for analysis and discussion in this work were: 1) frequency of brain electrical activity in resting state and musical stimulus condition, with focus on gamma rhythm; 2) relative amplitude analysis and percentage of brain electrical frequencies; 3) liveliness sense gradation of autobiographical memories through the Likert scale, and; 4) Conway scale results for autobiographical memories.
Dominant frequency values were obtained from the four brain quadrants (left anterior, right anterior, left posterior and right posterior) in resting state and during music excerpt execution, pre-selected by volunteers, according to Table   1 .
Data obtained showed a decrease in the delta rhythm frequency (0 -4 Hz) of left anterior and right posterior brain quadrants. Delta band increase was evidenced in the right anterior quadrant, however, no statistical significance was found for such findings.
An overall decrease of theta rhythm ( shown in Table 2 and Table 3 .
Relative amplitude is referred to this work as the percentage of each rhythm observed in different stimuli situations ( Figure 2 ). In this context, researchers verified a diffuse activation of both hemispheres concerning gamma band analysis 
Discussion
Several studies have shown that listening to music leads to variation of several frequency bands, since it is a complex phenomenon and requires extensive functional coordination and communication among different brain areas [11] .
In this study, we attempted to verify changes observed in different brain frequencies in evoking autobiographical memory mediated by musical stimuli, as well as the electrical activity of the four brain quadrants. For that, frequencies changes activities in the different quadrants and also its percentage were evaluated. Focus was given to higher gamma band activity in cortical areas, gammaband frequency was determined as above 30 Hz.
Concerning delta band analysis, results showed frequency decrease in left anterior and right posterior brain quadrants, F3-F7-T3-C3 and T6-P4-O2, respectively, while higher band frequency was verified in left posterior quadrant (T5-P3-O1). The right anterior quadrant (F4-F8-T4-C4) presented decrease in delta activity during PEAM and increase activity under NEAM stimulus. This finding may corroborate with Knyazev and collaborators (2015) who verified a decrease in delta band usually followed by recalling processes. Authors also observed decrease of delta oscillations in episodes of positive emotions and increase of delta band activity in aversive episodes [12] . This was also verified in this work by increasing the percentage of delta waves during NEAM stimulus.
Regarding theta rhythm analysis, an overall decrease in frequency was observed in all brain quadrants. This may suggest a lower liveliness sense in autobiographical memories, since theta oscillations are positively correlated to this finding [12] [13] .
For alpha, asymmetry of brain electrical activity was identified, especially considering left anterior quadrant reactivity, which showed decrease of alpha frequency compared to resting state. This was already demonstrated by Morais (2016), who also observed that music with higher excitation levels translates into increased global frontal activity, while music with lower excitation induces to less activity [14] . Researchers of this work observed the same response since there was a decrease of alpha and increase of gamma rhythm percentage in left anterior brain quadrant.
This work showed that increase of beta-band activity positively correlates with NEAM stimulus in the right anterior brain quadrant (p < 0.03), which is similar to findings of Shahabi and collaborators (2016) [15] . However, beta activity seems to be the main frequency throughout the brain under PEAM stimulation, which demonstrates its participation in this process.
Verifying the brain involvement, that is, augmentation of electrical activity under NEAM and PEAM stimuli, was one of the main purposes of this work.
For that, analysis of gamma values obtained from EEG recording was performed, since it reflects the neuronal activity of a given brain area. World Journal of Neuroscience
In this sense, results showed increase in gamma values under PEAM stimulation in left anterior, right anterior and right posterior brain quadrants, which may guide the role of such areas in musical processing, however, statistical significance was not found. Regarding NEAM stimulus, a decrease in gamma band values was observed throughout left brain hemisphere, demonstrating a less activation of this area. Wu et al. (2012) and Daly et al. (2015) showed increased electrical activation in right brain hemisphere during musical processing [11] [16]. Such authors observed cortical lateralization pattern in musical perception.
In this work, researchers found that such activation may be influenced by emotional aspects related to memories. Another factor to consider is the model of Valencia and Alert or Excitement. According to it, the right brain hemisphere is related to feelings of happiness and calm, while the left hemisphere is related to fear, sadness and anger. Such correlation was not reproduced in this study, despite a positive association between the right hemisphere activation and PEAM stimulation, which was not observed for left hemisphere and NEAM stimulus. Methodology of this work did not specify positive or negative valences (eg: anger, fear, nervousness, joy), which have probably unable researchers in establishing a relationship with greater precision [17] .
Another point of discussion is the relation between autobiographical memories evocation and EEG activity. Memory recovery is influenced by the degree in which it is organized, stored and its evocation frequency [18] . In this aspect, 41.46% of the individuals scored a high degree of liveliness in memory recall under PEAM stimulus and 51.21% under NEAM stimulus. This may be explained by the fact that each individual selected a musical excerpt of their preference, which was able to stimulate memories more efficiently than when submitted to an unknown excerpt. Although musical stimulation did not follow a particular pattern, because each volunteer selected music of own preference, a high degree of liveliness in recalling their memories was achieved, showing that this is an effective way of extracting such episodic memories.
In this work, authors were able to evidence a greater asymmetric activation between brain hemispheres in musical processing when associated with emotional aspects. However, limitations included the precision in identifying brain areas being activated, which would be possible using isolated electrode analysis. Another point is, the feeling bound to different memories was not specified in this work. In addition, during EEG recording and exposure of volunteers to musical excerpt, authors observed greater brain activity in the first twenty seconds of each excerpt, which may limit the time of EEG analysis. Authors believe that these findings may lead to significant EEG changes.
Conclusion
In this sense, emotions related to music and memory showed to be associated to different brain areas. In this study, the right brain hemisphere showed to be more activated than the left one during music stimuli. Besides this, in the ab-
